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Hi Friends,
I attended TCS off-campus conducted by Anna university Chennai in Saveetha 
Engineering College.The eligibility was 72% so nearly 6000 students from around 85 
colleges participated among which TCS selected 85 and 'm happy to say tat 'm one of 
them.
 
APTITUDE TEST:
 
The aptitude test was an online test.If u prepare the 70 patterns of TCS u can easily 
crack the apps.but be sure u knw to solve them because the sums wer similar but the 
datas was different.so ppl try to knw hw to wrk out the sums.there were totally 35 
questions to be solved in 80 mins.if u knw to solve then u can finish it very soon..i 
completed in 25 mins and tat was more than enough.
(plz dont memorise the answers try to solve them.)
 
From around 6000 they selected only 160 in aptitude.I attended 33 questions out of 
which 31 i was sure.there s a negative markin of 0.33 for every wrong answer.
 
So anyone who s attendin the interview attend atleast 30 and not more than 34 because 
sometimes there may be a higher cut off also. Go through Dec 14th paper in the same 
site for the 70 patterns.
They announced the results by night and the next day we had our HR.
 
INTERVIEW:
 
It was purely personal interview and everyone were asked the same type of 
questions.Some of them are:
 
1.Tell about yourself
 
2.Tel your short term and long term goals
 
3.Explain about your project.
 
4.I had taken biology in 11th and eee in engineering so the hr asked why did u switch to 
engineering?
 
5.why did u choose eee?
 
6.why do u want to join a software company?
 
7.Do u have any geogaphical constraints?
 
8.The hr told tat since 'm from eee 'll be put in process and infrastructure and asked 
whether'm willing to work 24x7?
 
TIPS: 
 
Always look onto your hr's eyes and speak.Be conifident in whatever u r saying.Go in 
perfect dress code.Keep a smile always.And say yes for every qn they ask like whether u 
can wrk anyhere or can wrk 24x7 or locations or whether u can sign a bond etc.
 
ALL THE BEST FRIENDS.
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